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Despite High Court Ruling, DACA Faces Uncertain
Future
By Suzanne Monyak

Law360 (June 18, 2020, 8:30 PM EDT) -- Immigrants secured a rare win at the U.S. Supreme Court on
Thursday when the justices preserved the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, but their celebrations
may be short-lived with the program still under threat and Congress at a stalemate.

A student displays a poster during a vehicle caravan rally to support the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program at
MacArthur Park in Los Angeles on Thursday. (AP Photo/Damian Dovarganes)

The high court's ruling, which held the Trump administration had improperly terminated the Obama-era
immigration program, was narrow and left a door open for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to make
another attempt to rescind it, this time with more complete reasoning.

"The dispute before the court is not whether DHS may rescind DACA. All parties agree that it may. The dispute
is instead primarily about the procedure the agency followed in doing so," Chief Justice John Roberts wrote for
the majority, before concluding the agency had not sufficiently explained its reasoning when ending DACA,
which provides deportation relief and work permits to young unauthorized immigrants brought to the U.S. as
children.

As a result, the fate of DACA still remains up in the air, and advocates say Congress is unlikely to pass
bipartisan immigration reform during an election year, particularly when lawmakers are already racing against
the clock to pass bills addressing police brutality and the economic crisis caused by the coronavirus
pandemic.

"I think the way that people are reacting to this decision is ascribing too much power to what it actually is," said
Cristobal Ramón, a senior policy analyst at the Bipartisan Policy Center. "What the near-term effect could be is
that you're going to see, obviously, the program continuing as it has for the last couple of years. But its survival
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really remains in question."

Since the Democrat-controlled House last summer passed the Dream and Promise Act, which offered a path to
permanent residency for DACA recipients — also known as Dreamers — and individuals covered by other
temporary protections, Congress has been gridlocked on the issue.

Sens. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., have put forth legislation in the Senate to protect these
individuals, but Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., has yet to bring the proposals to the floor. And
some experts say the high court's ruling lifts much of the burden on Congress to pass any such legislation in the
near future. 

"I think this is almost bad news for the effort," said Sarah Pierce, an immigration lawyer and policy analyst at the
Migration Policy Institute.

If the high court had ruled in favor of the Trump administration and allowed it to terminate DACA, immediately
putting many young immigrants at risk of deportation, it "would have put more pressure on Congress than
they've ever been under before," Pierce said.

Yet at the same time, the threat that the administration may again try to rescind the program highlights an urgent
need for a permanent fix for DACA recipients, attorneys said.

After Thursday's morning decision, President Donald Trump hinted at a new rescission effort, writing on Twitter
that because the Supreme Court did not provide a "legal solution" on DACA, "now we have to start this process
all over again."

Advocates have also stressed that nearly 30,000 DACA recipients work in health care, increasing the stakes
for DACA recipients' fate during a global pandemic.

"That urgency sits right at the feet of Congress to get together and pass bipartisan legislation to protect
Dreamers permanently," said Greg Chen, senior director of government relations for the American Immigration
Lawyers Association.

Speaking on the Senate floor Thursday, Durbin urged Trump not to move to end the program before the
November election, saying it would be a "terrible tragedy."

Durbin also called on McConnell to bring his and Graham's DACA bill to the floor "so that once and for all, we
can deal with the problem we've been looking at for 20 years." A spokesperson for McConnell didn't respond to a
request for comment Thursday on whether he would consider the bill.

But attorneys and law professors were skeptical that bipartisan compromise would be possible so close to an
election.

"It is way past time for comprehensive immigration reform," said Elora Mukherjee, director of the immigrants
rights clinic at Columbia Law School. "I don't see that taking place before November."

Sheila Velez Martinez, director of the University of Pittsburgh School of Law's immigration law clinic, added that
the divide in Congress appears "too insurmountable" to produce a DACA bill this year.

"I would be very surprised, but I was surprised twice this week," she said, referring to the high court's Monday
ruling that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act shields LGBTQ employees from discrimination.

And while Trump may wish to appease the immigration hard-line side of his base, it may not be politically wise
for him to start deporting such a sympathetic group of young people, analysts said.
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"This definitely puts the administration in a politically uncomfortable situation," said Pierce, predicting the White
House may try to "slow walk" the process and divert attention away from the ruling.

She also said it may be legally difficult to conduct a new review of the program and again rescind it without the
end result appearing preordained.

"It wouldn't look like a very sincere analysis, and that could bring them into more legally hairy territory," Pierce
said.

Furthermore, Trump could use the threat of ending DACA to extract political concessions from Democrats and
secure policy goals that "could completely change immigration writ large," said Ramón. However, what
concessions Republicans may seek, such as restrictions on some forms of legal immigration, have yet to be
seen — and that may prove to be a sticking point for Democrats.

"It's going to depend a lot on what happens in November," he said. If he's re-elected, "I think there's a possibility
he could use that as a vehicle to reforming the system."

If presumptive Democratic nominee Joe Biden wins the election, the "calculus changes," Ramón says, giving
Democrats more leeway to push for the broader protections enshrined in the Dream and Promise Act.

"The question there is how much of a priority that would be for a Biden administration if we're still dealing with
COVID-19, the economic fallout for COVID, and other competing domestic and foreign policy issues the
administration would want to tackle," he said.

But it may not be up to Trump, or Congress.

Shortly after the high court issued its ruling, the Texas federal judge overseeing the Lone Star state's challenge
to the legality of DACA, which had been paused since November for the Supreme Court case, revived those
proceedings by asking the parties for a status report.

That judge, U.S. District Judge Andrew S. Hanen — who previously struck down former President Barack
Obama's program to protect the undocumented parents of American children — may similarly rule against
DACA, teeing up the Supreme Court to review the actual substance of the immigration program.

And if the administration took another stab at ending the program, more litigation would likely follow, bringing
the issue back to the high court to consider if the new rationale passed muster.

Eliana Fernandez, a DACA recipient, organizer with advocacy group Make the Road New York and plaintiff in the
case, said on a press call Thursday that she "wouldn't be surprised if the Trump administration comes back and
attacks us again," adding she is ready to start pressuring Congress to pass a permanent fix for DACA recipients
and all unauthorized immigrants.

But for now, she said they're celebrating the day's win.

"The immigrant community rarely gets any victories," she said. "Today we celebrate. We'll start fighting back
tomorrow."

--Editing by Philip Shea.
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